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A B S T R A C T   

The luminescent down-shifting (LDS) layer, which transforms incoming high energy solar photons to visible 
ones, promises augmentation of both photoelectric performance and aesthetic appeals of photovoltaic (PV) 
modules. For efficient, colored PVs with LDS layer, luminophores with high photoluminescence quantum yield 
(PL QY), small overlap between absorption and emission spectra, and proven photostability are prerequisites. 
Here, we demonstrate colorful, opaque PV modules with LDS layers of minimized photon sacrifice enabled by 
structurally-engineered, eco-friendly InP/ZnSexS1-x quantum dots (QDs). Specifically, composition-controlled, 
thick shells allow enhanced absorption in the UV region and improved PL QY of QDs. Additionally, the 
ligand-engineering guarantees the stability of LDS layers after the damp heat test. Benefited from QD-LDS layers, 
commercially available CIGS and c-Si PV modules are awarded with 40% EQE enhancement in the ultraviolet 
region and wide-ranging color tunability over the entire visible region by QD-LDS layers. Hence, this integrated 
approach for desirable luminophores will contribute to the realization of highly-efficient, aesthetically-appealing 
opaque PV modules.   

1. Introduction 

Photovoltaic (PV) cells and modules, which utilize the abundant 
sunlight arriving at the Earth’s surface to generate electricity, have been 
considered as one of the most attractive renewable technologies due to 
their easiness of installation and cost competitive advantage. The 
accumulated capacity of PV modules exceeded 500 GW in 2019 and it is 
expected to continue to grow over 5 TW within the next 10 years [1,2]. 
Recently, growing demands to realize zero-energy buildings and sus-
tainable cities shift gears and expedite the installation of PV modules in 
an urban area in familiarized forms, for instance, building integrated 
photovoltaics (BIPVs), energy generating windows, and portable device 
integrated systems [3–9]. 

For practicable use of building or other device integrated PV 

modules, the system should be efficient in generating enough power for 
the self-sufficing energy consumption of buildings or devices and be 
durable against harsh outdoor conditions. In these respects, crystalline 
silicon (c-Si) and thin film (CdTe, CIGS) PV modules, which hold high 
power conversion efficiency (PCE, ~20%), proven operational stability 
(less than 20% of efficiency degradation for 20 years from installation) 
and cost efficiency (<$ 0.2/W), are currently dominating the market 
[10]. However, opaque PV modules often face criticism on black colored 
appearance, which is suited to maximize light absorption but hard to 
harmonize with various-colored building walls and roofs. Thus, it will be 
more desirable from an aesthetic viewpoint, if PV modules appear in 
various colors. 

To fulfill the demand of colored PV modules, inorganic Bragg re-
flectors incorporated PV modules have been suggested [11–15]. In 
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general, Bragg reflectors consist of multiple stacks of two different 
inorganic dielectric layers, whose thicknesses and refractive indices 
determine apparent colors perceived by human eyes. Vacuum based 
high temperature process is widely adopted to precisely control the 
thickness of dielectric layers in the reflectors, but these methods require 
complicated manufacturing processes along with massive, expensive 
infrastructures. Furthermore, a limited range of viewing angles hides the 
advantages of the reflectors. Broadening their reflection band, which is a 
common strategy to maintain their perceived colors in all directions, 
results in additional photon losses in the colored module with reflector 
[4,13,16,17]. 

An alternative approach to award aesthetical merits to the PV 
module is implanting a luminescent down-shift (LDS) color layer on the 
top of cells. The LDS layer contains luminophores that convert high 
energy ultraviolet (UV) photons to lower energy visible light. A distinct 
advantage of colored PV modules with LDS layers, compared to the ones 
with reflectors, is angle invariance of apparent colors that arise from 
randomly re-emitted light by luminophores. Additionally, the LDS layer 
would provide various colors to PV modules with diminished optical 
losses by exploiting high energy photons that are not efficiently used in 
PV modules [18–21]. 

Among the candidates for luminophores (organic dyes [21,22], 
phosphors [23] and colloidal quantum dots (QDs)), organic dyes have 
been widely accepted for the colored PV module, due to their high 
photoluminescence quantum yield (PL QY). However, their absorption 
spectra are typically positioned in the visible region, and they do not 

efficiently convert UV to low energy light. Considering the high solar 
photon flux and the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of photovoltaic 
modules at visible light (450–700 nm), large amounts of solar photons 
would be consumed by the organic luminophore instead of harvested by 
PVs. Additionally, a limited extent of Stokes shift of organic lumino-
phores (typically less than 50 nm) [18,22,24] stimulates self-absorption 
processes in condensed films, which lead to the reduction of the 
down-converting efficiency. Consequently, the attainable power of 
colored PV modules with organic luminophores is limited. 

As an alternative, QDs have attracted particular interest due to their 
excellent PL QY close to the unity, facile color tunability over the entire 
visible range, high extinction coefficient at UV region, and cost- 
effectiveness based on solution processing [25]. Despite promises of 
QD luminophores, their practicable use is lagging behind owing to the 
materials toxicity of QDs (i.e., CdSe/CdS [26,27], CdTe [27], 
CdSe/CdZnS [28], and Mn2þ doped ZnCdS/ZnS [29]). QDs made of 
alternative compounds, for instance, Si [30], ZnSe/ZnS [31], 
CuInS2/ZnS [32,33], and CuGaS2/ZnS [34], have been suggested, but 
their spectral bandwidths (FWHM > 60 nm) are far inferior to conven-
tional organic dyes [18,22,24] and their appearances are almost color-
less because of the low contents of QDs (�1.5 mg/mL or 1 wt%) in LDS 
layer. 

Here, we present efficient, colorful PV modules by employing InP/ 
ZnSexS1-x core/shell QDs. Specifically, we design the structure and 
composition of core/thick-shell QDs to fulfill various colors with high PL 
QYs and substantially enhanced absorption nearby the UV region. A 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustrations of colored PV modules with QD-LDS layers and optical characteristics of InP/ZnSexS1-x QD luminophores with varying core 
and shell dimensions. (a) Schematic illustrations and photograph of colored photovoltaic modules with QD LDS layers and their operation mechanism with InP/ 
ZnSexS1-x/ZnS QDs (inset: structure of InP/ZnSexS1-x QDs, r: core radius, h: shell thickness, R: total radius), (b) absorption (normalized at 1S excitonic peak) and PL 
spectra of InP/ZnSe QDs (r ¼ 1.2/hZnSe ¼ 0–3.0 nm) in solution (inset: electronic structure of InP/ZnSexS1-x QDs), (c) absorption (normalized at 450 nm) and PL 
spectra of InP/ZnSexS1-x QDs with various core radius (r: core radius, h: ZnSexS1-x shell thickness). The inset shows the calculated color coordinates from the PL 
spectra of InP/ZnSexS1-x QDs in CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram. 
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comparative study using industrial standard opaque PV modules reveals 
that InP/ZnSexS1-x QD LDS layer provides various colored appearances 
with high contents of QD (from cyan to deep red) to blacked PV module 
with minimized sacrifice of incident photon (less than 10%). Addition-
ally, the modification of ligand for QDs paves the way for realizing the 
stable operation of colored PV modules under high temperature and 
humidity conditions. 

2. Results and discussion 

Fig. 1a illustrates the proof of concept devices that employ QD 
luminophore films on the front cover glass of commercialized rigid c-Si 
(p-type monocrystalline, PERC structure, and PCE of ~19% from Shin-
sung E&G) and flexible stainless-steel based CIGS PV modules (cell PCE 
of ~12% from Hanergy). The module consists of QD-LDS coated glass/ 
poly (ethylene-vinyl acetate) (EVA) encapsulation layer/PV cell/EVA/ 
back sheet. In such a device architecture, the incident solar photons 
follow one of three pathways: (i) reflected at the surface of the front 

Fig. 2. The impact of QD-LDS layers with varying QD contents on optoelectronic performances and aesthetic features of flexible CIGS and c-Si PV modules. 
(a) Spectral photon flux under AM 1.5G condition with EQE spectra of flexible CIGS (red) and c-Si PV (blue) modules. The filled area (grey) in (a) represents the 
spectral photon flux. (b) Reflectance spectra of flexible CIGS (red) and c-Si (blue) PV modules. EQE spectra of (c) flexible CIGS and (d) c-Si PV modules with varying 
concentrations of green InP (r ¼ 1.2 nm)/ZnSexS1-x (h ¼ 2.3 nm) QD solutions (i.e., 1, 4, 20 mg/mL are represented with red, green, and purple lines, respectively). 
For a clear comparison, the change of EQE (ΔEQE) spectra are included. The inset graphs are the color coordinates of the corresponding PV modules on the CIE 1931 
chromaticity diagram and the dotted line indicates the Jsc value of reference PV modules. Current density – Voltage (J–V) curves of (e) CIGS and (f) c-Si PV modules 
with various concentrated QDs in solution (1 (red), 4 (green), 20 (purple) mg/mL). For comparison of loss by LDS layer, Jsc versus QD concentration graphs are 
included in each case. The filled area (grey) in (c–f) and the guideline of Jsc value in inset of Fig. 2(e–f) represent the reference data of the PV module without QDs. 
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glass and each interface between layers due to the refractive index dif-
ference, (ii) absorbed and re-emitted by QD luminophores, (iii) pene-
trating the front layer, absorbed by active layer in the solar cell and 
converted into electricity. The combination of (i) reflected and (ii) re- 
emitted photons from QD luminophores determines the color of PV 
modules. Thus, the color of PV modules can be tailored upon the optical 
bandgap (emissive color) of core/shell QDs, mainly determined by the 
InP core dimension. Considering the near unity (>90%) EQE of recently 
developed highly efficient PVs at the visible region, the efficiency of 
colored PV modules is dictated by the down-conversion efficiency of 
photons at UV region into ones at the visible region by QD lumino-
phores. Therefore, the sophisticated design of QD heterostructure plays 
an important role in achieving high-performance, colored PV modules. 

We adopt toxic element (Cd or Pb) free QDs made of InP cores 
passivated by ZnSexS1-x composition gradient shell layers, wherein the 
size of the InP core defines the color, while the volume of ZnSexS1-x 
shells contributes to the extinction coefficient at UV region (Fig. 1b). InP 
cores with varying radius (r) of 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 and 1.9 nm are prepared 
to express cyan, green, yellow, orange, and red colors, respectively. The 
thicknesses (h) and composition profiles of ZnSexS1-x shell layers are 
delicately engineered for each core to maximize absorption at the UV 
region and PL QYs. In principle, S rich ZnSexS1-x (or ZnS) outermost shell 
is adopted to confine photo-excited charge carriers within the core, and 
Se rich ZnSexS1-x (or ZnSe) inner shell is employed to mitigate the 
compressive lattice strain between InP core and the ZnS exterior shell 
(~7.7%). For smaller InP core whose lowest quantized electronic energy 
level resides at a higher position, larger S contents ZnSexS1-x inner shell 
layer is required to effectively confine the charge carriers (particularly 
electrons) for achieving high PL QYs [35]. Simultaneously, the 
maximum Se content in ZnSexS1-x shell is intended for a thick shell to 
absorb more UV light as well as the small overlap between absorption 
and PL spectra, while keeping high PL QYs. The significantly enhanced 
absorption at the UV region by the ZnSexS1-x shell is well presented in 
Fig. 1b. In this study, we use InP (r ¼ 1.2 nm)/ZnSe0.33S0.67(1.0 nm)/ZnS 
(1.3 nm) for green (λpeak ¼ 535 nm, FWHM ¼ 38 nm, PL QY ¼ 85%) and 
InP (r ¼ 1.9 nm)/ZnSe(2.0 nm)/ZnS(0.5 nm) QDs for red (λpeak ¼ 630 
nm, FWHM ¼ 40 nm, PL QY ¼ 85%), respectively. The optimal struc-
tures and optical properties of QDs are detailed in Supplementary data. 

Fig. 2a–b demonstrate optoelectronic and optical responses upon the 
wavelength of incident photons of rigid c-Si and flexible CIGS PV 
modules. The discrepancy observed in the EQE curves of rigid c-Si versus 
flexible CIGS PV modules is mainly attributed to the surface photonic 
structures and the optical materials adopted in PVs. With the assistance 
of the pyramid-shaped anti-reflective structure, the industry standard c- 
Si PV exhibits EQE over 80% at entire visible and NIR regions 
(400–1000 nm). By contrast, the thin CIGS module that is assembled 
with UV-absorbing flexible polymer and CdS buffer layer show 
decreased spectral response, particularly in the UV and deep blue region. 
Regardless of PV types, both modules exhibit a sharp EQE drop at UV 
region (less than 400 nm) whereby the photon absorbance by QD 
luminophores is substantial due to the thick ZnSexS1-x shells. These 
features promise that colored PV modules with better efficiency or at 

least marginal efficiency loss can be attained by inserting the QD-LDS 
layer. 

To investigate the influence of optical properties of QD films, we 
measure the performances of PV modules with QD dispersions in toluene 
with various concentrations (1–20 mg/mL) into a quartz cell in a wide 
range of wavelength (300–1100 nm). Fig. 2c–f represent the impact of 
green-emitting QD (r ¼ 1.2 nm/h ¼ 2.3 nm)-LDS layers on the perfor-
mance of CIGS and c-Si PV modules. Here, quartz cuvettes (40 � 10 � 1 
mm3) containing QD dispersion with various concentrations are placed 
on the front of PV modules with index matching oil. Flexible CIGS PV 
modules exhibit a notable increase in EQE at the UV and deep blue re-
gion (at most over 40%), which comes from the LDS effect of the QD 
layer by converting unused high energy photons to the green band (λpeak 
¼ 535 nm). The inevitable absorption of QD during the LDS process 
marginally decreases EQEs at blue to green region (less than 5%). 
Nevertheless, the photon gain at the UV region surpasses the photon loss 
at the visible region by the QD-LDS layer, leading to the increase in both 
the short circuit current (Jsc) and power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 
green-colored CIGS PV modules regardless of the QD contents (Fig. 2e 
and Table 1). Thus, our QD-LDS layer does not only provide a colorful 
outlook of CIGS PV modules but also improves the spectral response of 
devices by utilizing high energy photons in deep blue and UV regions. 

Similar trends, EQE gain at UV region and EQE loss at the visible 
region, but at different extents are observed in the case with the c-Si PV 
modules (Fig. 2d). The narrow window for photon gains but greater 
efficiency loss at a wider range in the visible band by the QD-LDS layer 
yields the reduction of JSC and PCEs of c-Si PV modules (Fig. 2f). The 
extent of efficiency loss becomes greater for the LDS layer with greater 
QD contents. Since recently developed efficient PV cells (CIGS, GaAs, 
CdTe, and perovskite) also effectively collect high energy photons (UV 
light) [36], similar sacrifice for the color appearance of modules is ex-
pected. Despite losses in visible light, it is noteworthy that a 
green-colored c-Si PV module with CIE index of (0.33, 0.51) can be 
obtained at a cost of the marginal PCE drop (17.23%→16.37%). 

Theoretically, the EQE of the PV module with a LDS layer at a specific 
wavelength (λ) (EQELDS(λ)) is defined as below: 

EQELDSðλÞ¼ ð1 � ηabsðλÞÞEQEðλÞ þ ηabsðλÞηPL QY ηoptEQEAvg (1)  

where EQE (λ) is the EQE of a module without LDS layer at a specific 
wavelength (λ), ηabs is absorptance of a LDS layer, ηPL QY is PL QY of 
luminophores, ηopt is the optical efficiency of re-emitted photons to 
reach the cell, and EQEAvg is average internal quantum efficiency of PV 
module at the emission spectrum of luminophore. Detailed procedure to 
derive ideal ηopt is elucidated in supplementary data, while the others 
are empirically obtained. Given ηPL QY of QDs (85%), ηopt of infinite large 
LDS film (87.5%), and EQEAvg of CIGS module (75%), the attainable 
maximum EQE of colored CIGS PV module is 55% (¼ 0.85 ⅹ0.875 ⅹ 0.75 
ⅹ0.98) at 300 nm, where most of the photons are absorbed by QD-LDS 
(ηabs ¼ 0.98) [37–39]. Moreover, theoretically expected EQE of c-Si 
PV module with the LDS layer is 66% (¼ 0.85 ⅹ0.875 ⅹ 0.9 ⅹ0.98) at 300 
nm. However, the measured EQEs of CIGS (45%) and c-Si (48%) PV 

Table 1 
Device characteristics of CIGS and c-Si PV modules employing InP (r ¼ 1.2 nm)/ZnSexS1-x (h ¼ 2.3 nm) green-emitting QDs with varying contents.  

QD contents (mg/mL) 0 1 2 4 8 20 

CIGSa EQE @ 300 nm (%) 0 33.0 40.7 42.1 45.1 45.3 
Jsc (mA cm� 2) 26.60 26.78 26.82 26.91 26.98 26.82 
ΔJsc (%) – þ0.7 þ0.8 þ1.1 þ1.4 þ0.8 
PCE (%) 10.69 10.77 10.78 10.81 10.84 10.78 
CIE color index (x, y) (0.39, 0.34) (0.41, 0.34) (0.34, 0.42) (0.34, 0.43) (0.35, 0.47) (0.36, 0.51) 

c-Si EQE @ 300 nm (%) 5.7 29.7 36.7 43.0 47.5 48.3 
Jsc (mA cm� 2) 38.82 38.57 38.33 37.94 37.55 36.95 
ΔJsc (%) – - 0.6 - 0.6 - 1.0 - 1.0 - 1.6 
PCE (%) 17.23 17.12 17.00 16.82 16.65 16.37 
CIE color index (x, y) (0.25, 0.24) (0.27, 0.31) (0.28, 0.35) (0.28, 0.38) (0.31, 0.45) (0.33, 0.51)  

a All measurement was conducted without any light soaking. 
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modules are lower than their corresponding simulated values. We 
believe that the reabsorption, scattering, and waveguide mode in the 
LDS layer, those are not regarded in the ideal case simulation, provoke 
additional efficiency loss in the real device [25,40]. If further studies of 
ideal luminophores (unity PL QY with zero-reabsorption) and optical 
structure are successfully conducted, loss-free colored PV modules will 
be realized even in highly efficient cells, as explained in Supplementary 
data. 

Controlling the dimension of InP/ZnSeXS1-X QDs awards a variety of 
colors to c-Si PV modules (Fig. 3, Table 2). To systematically analyze the 

device performance of colored modules with high contents of QDs, five 
different InP/ZnSexS1-x QD films incorporated c-Si PV modules are 
fabricated. The overall device structure is QD LDS-coated glass/EVA/ 
solar cell/EVA/black back sheet. To generate colors by converting UV 
and deep blue light, QD-LDS film is casted in front of EVA layer, which 
absorb UV light to protect cell. The spectra of full-colored c-Si PV 
modules with different LDS layers measured under AM 1.5 G condition 
are displayed in Fig. 3a. Along with the reflected lights from the front 
glass and PV cell (Fig. 2b), the PL emanating from QD-LDS films present 
aesthetic appeals to black rigid PV modules. The use of cyan, green, 

Fig. 3. The impact of QD-LDS films with varying colors on optoelectronic performances and aesthetic features of rigid c-Si PV modules. (a) Normalized 
emission spectra, (b) color coordinates (CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram), (c) EQE, and (d) ΔEQE of the colored c-Si PV modules employing QD-LDS film (coated in a 
front glass) with various core radius (r ¼ 1.1 (circle), 1.2 (square), 1.4 (triangle), 1.6 (inverse triangle) and 1.9 nm (diamond)) under AM 1.5G illumination. The inset 
of (a) is a photograph of actual c-Si PV modules with QD-LDS film. The measured color coordinates of the colored c-Si PV module with QD film (filled) and calculated 
result from the PL spectrum of QDs in solution (open) are marked on the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram in the (b). The filled area (grey) represents the EQE spectrum 
of reference module without the QD-LDS layer. (e) The normalized emission intensity of the colored PV modules (r ¼ 1.6 nm) measured at different viewing angles. 
The inset is photographs of the colored PV modules taken at 20 and 60�. (f) The color coordinates of each colored c-Si PV module monitored at different viewing 
angles. In all cases, their color coordinates are varied within the small range (Δx and Δy � 0.05). 
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yellow, orange, and red-emitting QDs, whose PL spectra reside on the 
periphery of the CIE coordinate, aid us in achieving a wide range of 
colors in PV modules (Fig. 3b). Aforementioned in the case with green 
QDs, the introduction of QD luminophores accompanies the inevitable 
sacrifice of incident photons at the visible region (Fig. 3c and d). The 
smaller the optical bandgap of InP core becomes, the broader range of 
spectra the device efficiency forfeits. Benefitted from the thick shell 
geometry of InP/ZnSexS1-x QDs that enables to minimize the efficiency 
loss by recycling barely used UV light, the efficiency loss as a trade-off of 
aesthetic appeals is less than 10% even in red-colored PV modules 
(9.7%) (Table 2). As a result of absorption of visible light by QD layer, 
the loss of photons is inevitable in yellow, orange, and red colored 
modules. If further modification of QD is conducted to maximize its 
stoke shift and PL QY, the loss will be decreased, as marked in supple-
mentary data. It should be noted that the efficiency loss in non- 
optimized our system is less than or at least comparable to that with 
Bragg reflector based commercially available colored modules [11,15]. 
Despite excellent performance of our suggested color PV module in the 
point of color and efficiency, it is very hard to demonstrate vivid blue 
color module in our approach. Since luminophores present color 
throughout down-converting process, their inherent limitation is to 
generate high energy light, such as deep blue. We believe that the 
further studies, e. g. introduction of blue colored PV cells to our struc-
ture, will enable one to utilize full colored PV modules. 

The beauty of QD-LDS incorporated PV modules, compared to the 
case with Bragg reflectors, is the angular invariance of apparent colors. 
Independent to the angle, the peak of the color spectrum from the 
colored PV module with the QD-LDS layer is fixed. Moreover, only small 
change of color coordinator (Δx and Δy � 0.05) was observed, when the 
viewing angle varies from 0 to 60� (Please see Fig. 3e and f). In Bragg 
reflectors, a stack of more than two materials having different refractive 
indices form alternating multilayered structures with a certain period-
icity, which creates a photonic bandgap that corresponds to the wave-
length of reflected lights. However, the peak of the reflection band of the 
Bragg reflector is normally shifted to oblique incident light because of 
the elongated light path. Thus, strong angular dependence and color 
distortion are challenge issues in Bragg reflector-based color PV module. 
By contrast, PL emission by QDs maintains its color regardless of inci-
dent or view angle. Consequently, the angular insensitive QD incorpo-
rated colored PV module is more acceptable to BIPV systems, which are 
normally installed various positions and direction of the building. 

Stable operation of colored PV modules at outdoor conditions 
require structural robustness of QD-LDS layers against exposure to heat 
and moisture. QDs retain a large proportion of surface atoms (>10% of 
entire atoms) that are subject to undergo photochemical degradation via 
surface oxide, and hence the stabilization of the QD surface is vital to 
secure their photophysical properties. The surface oxidation process 
involves the dissociation of ligands by leaving unpassivated surface 
atoms [41,42] that are liable to undergo the chemical reaction with 
reactive chemical species (e.g., oxygens). Ligands with strong binding 
affinity to Zn atoms are expected to suppress the surface reaction, 
enabling long-term stable operation of colored PV modules [43–45]. As 
synthesized QDs are passivated with the carboxylate ligands (e.g., oleic 
acids (OAs)) that are used to stabilize the cations (In3þ and Zn2þ) during 
QD growth. We displace the native oleate ligands to the ones with thiol 
binding groups that hold stronger binding affinity to the surface Zn 

atoms (46.5 kcal/mol for Zn-Sthiol versus 11.9 kcal/mol for 
Zn-carboxylate) [46,47]. To maximize the binding affinity, we also test 
the bidentate ligands comprising the combinations of carboxylate 
(-COO-) and thiolate (-S-) binding groups (Fig. 4a). The ligand 

Table 2 
Device characteristics of c-Si PV modules employing InP/ZnSexS1-x QD-LDS layers with various core radius.  

InP/ZnSexS1-x QDs (r/h, nm) EQE (%, @ 300 nm) CIE color index (x, y) Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm� 2) FF PCE (%) 

w/o QDs 18.2 (0.26, 0.25) 0.65 38.1 73.4 17.5 
1.2/2.1 44.9 (0.25, 0.38) 0.64 37.6 73.3 17.2 
1.2/2.3 42.9 (0.32, 0.53) 0.64 36.5 72.8 16.6 
1.4/2.5 41.3 (0.53, 0.43) 0.65 34.9 72.6 16.4 
1.6/2.5 47.1 (0.63, 0.34) 0.65 34.8 73.0 16.2 
1.9/2.5 41.6 (0.63, 0.32) 0.64 34.9 71.4 15.8  

Fig. 4. Thermal stability of InP/ZnSexS1-x QDs before and after ligand 
modification. (a) The molecule structures of ligands used in this study (Oleate 
[OA], 1-dodecanethiolate [DDT], 3-(dodecylthio) propanoate [DTPA] and 2- 
(octadecylthio) ethane thiolate [OTET]) and schematic illustration of the ligand 
displacement from native OA to DDT ligands, (b) normalized PL-QY of QD 
(solution) capped with various ligands as a function of exposure time under 
ambient room light, (c) normalized JSC of red-colored c-Si PV module and 
estimated PL QY of InP (r ¼ 1.9 nm)/ZnSexS1-x (h ¼ 2.5 nm) QD-LDS films 
capped with different ligands (OA and DDT) as a function of damp heat test 
time (85 �C/85% RH). 
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displacement from oleate ligands to the thiolate ones take spontaneously 
in solution at room temperature (Supplementary data). We note that the 
ligand displacement does not accompany any notable change in the 
photophysical properties of QDs. 

Prior to the device test, we examine the impact of the types of ligands 
on the photochemical stability of QDs (Fig. 4b). The stability of QDs, 
capped with various ligands (i.e., carboxylate versus thiolate, or mono-
dentate versus bidentate), is monitored through their PL QY change at the 
ambient condition with a room light. The PL QY of QDs passivated with 
thiol ligands (1-dodecanethiol or 2-(octadecylthio)ethanethiol) is 
degraded less than 10% after 720 h of exposure to air. In contrast, QDs 
passivated with oleate ligands show 30% of PL QY drop. Interestingly, in 
the chosen variation of ligand structure, notable enhancement with respect 
to the photostability of QDs is not observed for the bidentate ligands 
compared to the monodentate ones. This implies that the packing density 
of ligands on QD surface and their bonding strength [43,48] should be 
taken into account when designing the passivation ligands [49]. 

QDs stabilized with mono-thiolate ligands preserve their photo-
physical properties in film, and their down-conversion characteristics in 
modules during damp heat test (DH, 85 �C and 85% relative humidity) 
(Fig. 4c). Specifically, the colored PV module having thiol capped QDs 
shows slow decay behavior than that of the module with carboxylate 
capped ones after 500 h of DH. Simultaneously, the LDS film with oleate 
capped QDs undergoes 30% of PL QY loss after 500 h of DH, while the 
one with thiolate ligands tolerate heat and humidity as proven minor 
degradation of PL QY (<15%) (Fig. 4c). The comprehensive result based 
on the module and spectroscopic analysis undoubtedly implies that the 
surface-modified QD layers would allow them to be used as an element 
for outdoor operating, energy harvesting systems. 

The structural engineering of QD luminophores enables to minimize 
the sacrifice of photons and more reliable performance of colored PV 
module. The design of thick ZnSexS1-x shell in QDs captures more pho-
tons, achieves high PL QY, and yields a small overlap between absorp-
tion and emission spectra. Furthermore, the surface stabilization with 
short ligands upholds their optical properties against the heat and hu-
midity. Since the optical properties of quantum dots are still inferior to 
the state-of-the-art organic dye molecules, we believe that further im-
provements from achieving near-unity PL QYs in eco-friendly QDs and 
suppression of energy transfer within the QD film will boost the higher 
efficiency and more saturated colors in the QD-LDS, even in the case of 
green and cyan colors. Advances in the fundamental material design 
combined with ideal optical structure with reduced scattering will lead 
to the realization of an efficiency-loss free, stable colored PV module. 

3. Conclusions 

In summary, we demonstrate various colored PV modules with 
luminescent down-shift layers employing eco-friendly InP/ZnSexS1-x QD 
luminophores. The thick ZnSexS1-x shell is grown not only to confine 
photo-excited charge carriers into the emissive InP core and but also to 
boost absorption of high energy photons. Moreover, by controlling the 
size of the core, vivid full color appealing InP QDs (495–625 nm) are 
achieved with over 80% of PL QYs. With the assistance of structurally 
engineered QDs, the colored PV modules exhibit over 40% EQE 
improvement at UV region and less than 15% of incident photons sac-
rifice for full color decoration. Moreover, the color emanating from QD 
incorporated PV modules is angular invariant and its color gamut is wide 
to express various colors. Furthermore, the reliability of colored PV 
module can be enhanced by introducing stable, thiol capped QDs. 
Therefore, the introduction of InP/ZnSexS1-x QDs to the PV module will 
contribute to the versatile deployment of an aesthetic PV system. 

4. Experimental section 

Fabrication of colored opaque PV modules with InP/ZnSexS1-x 
QDs: In order to demonstrate colored PV module in Fig. 3, InP/ZnSexS1-x 

QD film (50 � 50 mm2) was casted on the cleaned quartz glass through 
spin-coating (1000 rpm, 30 s) of its solution (~150 mg/mL with 
toluene). However, slot die, ink jet printing, and spray coating, which 
are widely accepted for large sized substrate, would allow us to fabricate 
large sized QD coated glass or front film, as displayed in the inset of 
Fig. 1a. After that, ribbon connected c-Si solar cell, sandwiched by 0.3 
mm thick ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) films, was assembled with QD 
coated glass and black back sheet. And then, the assembly of QD coated 
glass/EVA/solar cell/EVA/black back sheet was laminated under vac-
uum (~0.1 Torr) and high temperature (~150 �C) for 20 minutes. 
Finally, the module was cooled at room temperature for 30 minutes. 

Device Characterization: We characterized the PV modules with 
QD in solution (Fig. 2) and QD-LDS film (Fig. 3). The performance of 
colored PV module was characterized under xenon lamp with AM 1.5 G 
filter (Xe 1000, McScience) and 100 mW/cm2 radiant power. The color 
coordinator of them was monitored by a spectroradiometer (CS 2000, 
Konica Minolta) under AM 1.5 G condition. In the chromaticity mea-
surement, baffles were applied to remove noise signal from the direct 
reflection of the incident light. The estimated film PL QY of QD-LDS 
layer in colored PV modules were calculated from the ratio between 
the PL decay lifetime obtained from the film (τ1/e) and the radiative 
exciton recombination rate (τr) [50,51]. 

PL QYfilm ¼ PL QYsolution � τ1=e
�

τr (2) 

Characterization of PV modules with QD in solution: Meanwhile, 
the effect of QD density on the external quantum efficiency of various PV 
modules was analyzed using QD solution loaded quartz cuvettes (10 �
40 � 1 mm3) (Fig. 2). To avoid optical loss between QD solution loaded 
cuvettes and PV module, index matching liquid (NOA 88, Norland op-
tics), whose refractive index was 1.52 and transparent at visible as well 
as near UV region, was inserted between them. Then, the external 
quantum efficiency of them was investigated with monochromator 
incorporated lock-in amplifier (QEXL 10, PV measurement). The JSC and 
PCE was calculated based on the experimentally achieved EQE of both 
type modules and current density-voltage (J-V) curve of ones without 
LDS color layer. 

Stability test: The stability test of QD in solution was conducted by 
comparing the PL-QY change of QDs as a function of time under ambient 
condition and room light. The absorbance of QD in solution was fixed to 
0.1 at the 1S excitonic peak of absorption spectra. The QDs in solution 
were stirred at 100 rpm. The QD solutions were not dry up because the 
solvent (toluene) was regularly added. The stability test of colored c-Si 
PV modules with QDs were evaluated by comparing their performances. 
Moreover, the PL decay dynamics of QD LDS film was checked as a 
function of time. The test was proceeded in a closed chamber under 85 
�C/85% relative humidity conditions for 200 h. The fabricated device 
was inserted after the chamber stabilized at constant temperature and 
humidity. During the stability test, the performances of device and PL 
decay dynamics of QD LDS layers in device were monitored under 
ambient conditions. 
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